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For the Love of Reading
Half Broke Horses: a True Life Novel

This Sunday in our Booksplus program (Library Room 2B at
2p.m.) we will be discussing Jeannette Walls' rousing true fiction story Half Broke Horses
about her grandmother, Lily Casey Smith, a feisty woman who grew up in the still wild west of
Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona in the early years of the last century. You may be familiar
with the author's first book The Glass Castle; it made many best books of the year lists when it
came out in 2005 and still has a wide readership.
What a gripping opening. A flash flood rips through the family ranch one evening and Lily her
brother and sister hear a loud rumbling as the earth shakes beneath them. Lily grabs the
youngest and runs for the only tree in the field. They spend a harrowing night hanging on to
branches as massive flood waters drown the field. Although Lily is only ten at the time, she
keeps both children awake by making them say their math tables, the names of the states,
and any other long list she can remember.
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The Hunger Games

If you have not heard of Suzanne Collins' trilogy, The Hunger
Games, I must ask what rock you've been sleeping under? The 2008 Young Adult Bestseller
has exploded in classrooms, libraries, bookstores, and on the tongues of everyone I come in
contact with (or so it seems). Well after being dogged for not reading this book, I finally gave
in and read it, determined not to like it to spite all those people who gawked at me for not yet
reading it. Unfortunately, my mission backfired on me. I loved it.
Read more »
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The London Train

Not many novels tell the story of a daughter's pregnancy through
her father's eyes, and although this is only one of this book's themes, it's very powerful one. In
the first half, we follow the story of the very imperfect Paul--critic, college teacher, husband,
father, friend, and neighbor who is involved in a feud over the cutting down of trees. Paul
himself admits that he has problems, for example, he's too afraid of showing emotion so he
does not ask the undertaker to see his mother's body. He lies to his wife, has affairs, and for
years has ignored his oldest child.
Read more »
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One Book One Bloomington Voting!

What if everyone in our local community all read and discussed the
same book? This year we read the excellent Let the Great World Spin by Colum McCann and
I am certainly looking forward to next year's selection as well.
As in the past, we are asking the community what they want to read together in 2012. It's time
to vote!
Read more »
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The Paris Wife

To be an American during the 1920s in Paris? What could be
more trendy and romantic? Especially, if you?ve just married the dashing young fiction writer,
Ernest Hemingway. This absorbing novel introduces you to all the famous ex-pat writers of the
time period: everyone from Gertrude Stein ("a rose is a rose is a rose") to Scott Fitzgerald with

the wild Zelda on his arms to Ezra Pound and John Dos Passos.
But it?s not primarily a biographical novel about Papa Hemingway; it?s more the story of a
marriage between two smart, witty people who each possess an incredible zest for life and
adventure.
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Best Seller Express

Part of offering library services is asking for,
listening and responding to feedback from the community. One comment we hear often is that
the wait is long for the new and popular materials.
We hear ya. This spring, MCPL started offering a new feature called Best Seller Express in
our Movies and Music department. Patrons who came to the Main library or Ellettsville were
able to check out one brand new DVD. The catch is that they aren't holdable, you can't renew
them and they only check out for three days. Despite these limitations, the new service has
proven to be extremely popular. We've heard from patrons that they love coming to the library
and seeing a DVD on the shelf that they might have been on a very long wait list for. Read
more »
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Fiction! Fiction! Fiction!

I admit to being a streaky reader and will often go through several
books on the same subject over the course of a month or so. While not as exotic as reading
books about bananas (What? Not exotic either? Well you get the point), I have lately been
reading some excellent literary fiction.
State of Wonder by Ann Patchett
I have read some critiques of this book that there are plot holes and lapses of logic. Upon
reflection, I would have to agree with this, however it in no way changes my reading
experience. I loved this book and was completely emotionally invested in the characters and
outcome of this story. I both devoured the last pages, and didn't want the book to end. Read
more »
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